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The American Medical Writers Association (AMWA), the European Medical Writers Association (EMWA),
and the International Society for Medical Publication Professionals (ISMPP) recognize the challenges to
scientific publishing being posed by predatory journals and their publishers, which employ practices
undermining the quality, integrity, and reliability of published scientific research. This joint position
statement complements several other sets of guidelines that have helped define the characteristics of a
predatory journal.1-5

Predatory journals pose a serious threat both to researchers publishing the results of their work and to the
peer-reviewed medical literature itself. These publications differ from legitimate open-access journals6 in
that predatory journals subvert the peer-review publication system for the sole purpose of financial gain
with little evident concern for ethical behavior.7

Organizations such as the World Association of Medical Editors (WAME), the Committee on Publication
Ethics (COPE), the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors (ICMJE), and the Council of Science
Editors (CSE) support good publication practices that are now widely recognized.6,8-10 Predatory journals do
not adhere to these practices but instead exploit the Gold Open Access publishing model (for which
authors pay a publication fee).11 To generate revenue, these journals intentionally misrepresent practices
of editorial and peer review, methods of journal operation, article process charging, dissemination,
indexing, and archiving.1

Harm to the scientific literature will be the ultimate result if predatory publishing proliferates. Legitimate
research carried out with the best of intentions might be lost if it is not recorded, cited, or made accessible
in the long term, and the scientific record is at risk of being corrupted.1 But dangers to authors also exist in
that their reputations can be damaged as a result of having their work published in predatory journals or
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being unknowingly “appointed” to their editorial boards. Furthermore, authors may find themselves
trapped after they realize they have submitted an article to a predatory journal. There is a potential risk
that some journals might not return submitted manuscripts or will publish a submitted paper even after an
author has protested.

The large increase in scientific journals, including those that are predatory,12 over the past 15 years can
make the task of distinguishing predatory or “pseudo” journals difficult. However, online tools are
available to help authors in this effort,1,8 and certain characteristics have been identified as being typical of
predatory journals and their publishers:
•

publishers or journals sending emails that aggressively solicit researchers

•

a journal name that sounds somewhat familiar—but is actually a devious permutation of a legitimate
journal name

•

a website that appears unprofessional, with poor graphics, misused language, dead links, and
aggressive advertising

•

no street address or in-country telephone number noted on the journal or publisher’s website, or a
fake address/phone number provided

•

a lack of journal indexing in a recognized citation system such as PubMed13 or within a legitimate
online directory such as the Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ)14

•

promises of unrealistically quick peer review, or no information provided about a journal’s peer-review
process

•

article processing charges that are not transparent (and may be either very high or very low) or are
payable on submission (that is, not dependent on the outcome of peer review)

•

claims made of broad coverage across multiple specialties in medicine or across multiple subspecialties
in a particular discipline

•

a large stable of journals that have been started very recently and/or that contain no or few published
articles, are inaccessible, or are of obviously poor quality

•

an editorial board consisting of members from outside the specialty or outside the country in which
the journal is published, or board members who are unknown to someone experienced in publishing in
the field
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•

a submission system that is overly simple with few questions asked and no conflict-of-interest or
authorship qualification information requested.

Authors should not purposely choose to submit manuscripts to predatory journals to augment their own
record of publication, as has been seen more recently.15,16 The conscious and deliberate submission of
manuscripts to predatory journals is not ethical. Medical writers and editors, as well as researchers, have a
responsibility to evaluate the integrity, history, practices, and reputation of the journals to which their
research is submitted.8 We encourage all authors to carry out due diligence by examining the reputation of
the publications to which they submit, and send their work only to those journals that provide proper peer
review and that genuinely seek to contribute to the scientific literature.

The scientific community must be made fully aware of the harm that publishing in predatory journals
poses and understand how to avoid it. AMWA, EMWA, and ISMPP are committed to educating our
members about predatory publishing and the responsibilities of medical writers and publication
professionals in addressing this significant issue.
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